Conversations Editors, we have set forth as our mission to cultivate this space to the best of our limited abilities.
In that sense, we are grateful for the continued effort of IFJP's editorial team to demonstrate that the Conversations section is not a simple add-on to a prestigious academic journal. We join them in celebrating this landmark in their editorial trajectory, congratulating their courageous generosity to bring these voices in and make of IFJP a shared, curious, more open space for the kind of knowledge that destabilizes any simple claim about what it means to be a feminist and to produce feminist knowledge.
The Conversations section is an innovative intervention by IFJP which aims to offer space and opportunity to make strong theoretical and practical contributions to feminist debates that do not necessarily take standard academic forms. It may include interviews with prominent or early-career scholars, practitioners, and activists; narratives and short stories; photo essays, artistic pieces, and poetry; film readings; conference reports; and other "non-traditional" modes of scholarly writing.
Interested authors should submit their articles via ScholarOne: https://mc. manuscriptcentral.com/rfjp. Please also upload a biographical note and five keywords.
Make sure to edit it thoroughly for language and clarity, format it to correspond to the Taylor & Francis guidelines, and identify it as a submission for the Conversations section.
For further information, please refer to the journal's FAQ page at: https:// www.ifjpglobal.org/submit-to-us/#anchor_conversations_shortcut.
Enquiries should be directed to both Conversations Editors. 
